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Is Fascist realism a magic realism?
ROMY GOLAN
Scene no. 1

The atmosphere of Torre di Venere remains unpleasant
in the memory. From the first moment the air of the place
made us uneasy, we felt irritable, on edge; then at the
end came the shocking business of Cipolla, that dreadful
being who seemed to incorporate, in so fateful and so
humanly impressive a way, all the peculiar evilness of the
situation as a whole. Looking back, we had the feeling
that the horrible end of the affair had been preordained and
lay in the nature of things; that the children had to be
present at it was an added impropriety, due to the false
colors in which the weird creature presented himself.
Luckily for them, they did not know where the comedy left
off and the tragedy began; and we let them remain in their
happy belief that the whole thing had been a play up till the
end.1

This is the opening paragraph of Thomas Mann’s
novella Mario and the Magician, published in 1930.
The year is 1926; the town called Torre di Venere is
Forte dei Marmi in Versilia, one of the strongholds of
Fascism; Pensione Eleonora, the hotel where the drama
unfolds, is Pensione Regina; and Cipolla is a real
magician named Cesare Gabrielli performing in a circus
on the town’s periphery.2 From the outset, Mann
immerses his reader in the disquieting atmosphere
of rising nationalism and violence that saturated Italy in
the years after Mussolini’s takeover. The tension in the
novella builds via a series of minor incidents that
the Mann family encounters while vacationing on the
Tyrrhenian coast. It culminates, after the author’s
excruciatingly detailed description of Cipolla’s theatrical
performance, with a final, and in this case entirely
fictive, coup de théâtre. The two parts of the novella—
which the characters spend outdoors at the beach and
trapped in the theater—are demarcated by a dramatic
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change of weather: the coming of an oppressive heat
wave.

Here is Mann describing the beginning of Cipolla’s
performance; a long quote is needed to get a sense
of the experience:

At this juncture, then, it was that Cipolla announced
himself. Cavaliere Cipolla he was called on the posters that
appeared one day stuck up everywhere, even in the dining
room of Pensione Eleonora. A travelling virtuoso, an
entertainer, “forzatore, illusionista, prestidigatore,” as he
called himself, who proposed to wait upon the highly
respectable population of Torre di Venere with a display of
extraordinary phenomena of a mysterious and staggering
kind. A conjuror! The bare announcement was enough to
turn our children’s heads. They had never seen anything of
the sort, and now our present holiday was to afford them
this new excitement. . . . He made us wait. That is probably
the way to put it. He heightened the suspense by his delay
in appearing.3

Some twenty pages later comes one of the passages that
made Mario and the Magician famous as a not-so-covert
allegory of Fascism:

The roles seemed reversed, the stream of influence was
moving in the contrary direction, as the artist himself
pointed out, in his ceaseless flow of discourse. The
suffering, receptive, performing part was now his, the will
he had before imposed on others was shut out, he acted
in obedience to a voiceless common will which was in the
air. But he made it perfectly clear that it all came to the
same thing. The capacity for self-surrender, he said, for
becoming a tool, for the most unconditional and utter self-
abnegation, was but the reverse side of that other power to
will and to command. Commanding and obeying formed
together one single principle, one indissoluble unity; he
who knew how to obey knew also how to command,
and conversely; the one idea was comprehended in the
other, as people and leader were comprehended in one
another. . . . We yielded, but only for the moment, of
course—so far as we know—only for a little while, just a
few minutes longer. . . . Our feelings for Cavaliere Cipolla
were of a very mixed kind, but so were the feelings of
the whole audience, if I mistake not, and nobody left. Were
we under the sway of a fascination which emanated from
this man who took so strange a way to earn his bread . . . ?4
3. Mann, Mario and the Magician, 123–24, 126.
4. Mann, Mario and the Magician, 141.



7. “Per ora i pittori che più attraggono i nostri gusti di novecentisti,
che meglio corrispondono con la loro alla nostra arte, sono pittori
italiani del Quattrocento: Masaccio, Mantegna, Piero della Francesca.
Per quel loro realismo preciso, avvolto in una atmosfera di stupore
lucido, essi ci sono stranamente vicini. Il pittore del secolo
decimosesto s’interesserà in pieno e in modo esclusivo del mondo
reale da lui dipinto: invece il pittore del Quattrocento aveva lasciato
supporre un inquietante alibi del suo più segreto interessamento.
Quanto maggior peso e solidità dava alla sua materia, tanto più teneva
a suggerirci che il suo amore più intenso era per qualche altra cosa
attorno o al disopra di essa. . . . Di qui lo stupore, espressione di
magia, vero protagonista di quella pittura del Quattrocento: di qui
quelle atmosfere in tensione, ancora più precise e vibranti che le forme
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Mann’s novella ends abruptly when a young waiter
named Mario, hypnotized by the magician, kisses him
on the cheek, near the lips, believing that he was kissing
his fiancée. Upon waking from his trance and realizing
that he has humiliated himself to the hilarity of the
public, he pulls out a pistol and shoots the magician
under the stupefied gaze of the spectators.

The year 1926 witnessed three attempts to kill
Mussolini. By 1929, when Mann sat down to write the
novel while vacationing with his family—this time in a
resort town on the North Sea—his main addressees were
no longer Italian but German. By 1930, when the novel
was published, Hitler’s party was polling second, just
behind the Social Democrats, in the national elections.
While the Italians had shown limited interest in Mann’s
writings till then, the fact that the publication of Mario
and the Magician coincided with its author being
awarded the Nobel Prize made the novella
unpublishable in Italy, even though few critics correctly
understood it as a parody of the regime and its credulous
followers.5 It wasn’t until 1945 that Mann’s novella was
translated into Italian as Mario e l’incantatore—a
stronger word than mago—and it wasn’t until 1968 that
the real identity of Cipolla as the Tuscan illusionist
Gabrielli emerged.6

The only footage we have of the mago Gabrielli is a
cameo in the 1944 film I bambini ci guardano (The
Children Are Watching Us), directed by Vittorio de Sica
and co-scripted by his frequent collaborator Cesare
Zavattini. Gabrielli’s cameo performance, set at the
Grand Hotel in a resort town in Liguria, was most
probably a deliberate reference to Mann’s novella. In the
film, the roles appear to have been reversed: here it is
an aged Gabrielli who repeatedly asks the child to leave
the stage, because the child has evidently been casting
a spell on him, rather than the other way around. Filmed
in the climate of defeat that preceded the fall of the
regime, it chronicles, through the eyes of seven-year-old
Pricò, the breakup of a nuclear family, that moral
backbone of the Fascist regime. The film thus had, like
Mann’s novel, a covert anti-Fascist message.
5. See E. Galvan, “Mario e il mago: Il racconto italiano di Thomas
Mann,” in Mario e il mago: Thomas Mann e Luchino Visconti
raccontano l’Italia fascista, exh. cat., Casa di Goethe, ed. E. Galvan
(Rome, 2015), 6–35.

6. L. Hergershausen, “Au sujet de Mario und der Zauberer de
Thomas Mann: Cesare Gabrielli–prototype de Cipolla?,” Études
Germaniques 23 (1968): 268–75; and S. Costagli, “Cesare Gabrielli, il
modello del mago Cipolla,” in Galvan, Mario e il mago, 36–47.
Scene no. 2

For now, the painters that most appeal to our Novecentist
taste, those who best correspond to our own art, are the
Italian painters of the Quattrocento: Masaccio, Mantegna,
Piero della Francesca. With their precise realism, enfolded
in an atmosphere of lucid stupor, they are strangely close to
us. The sixteenth-century painter was fully and exclusively
interested in reality. The painter of the Quattrocento, on the
other hand, insinuated a most disquieting alibi of his true
secret interests. The greater the weight and solidity he gave
to his material, the more he wanted to suggest that his more
intense love was directed in fact toward something else
situated around or above it. . . . Hence the stupor, an
expression of magic, the true protagonist of Quattrocento
painting; hence those atmospheres in tension, even
more palpable and vibrant than the forms of represented
matter. . . . In no other art do we find in the past closer
parallels . . . in no other art do we find a more complete
actualization of that “magic realism” which we could take
as the very definition of our movement.7

This passage, often quoted in art-historical studies on
the painters of the Novecento group, comes from the
essay “Analogies,” published in June 1927 by the
novelist, playwright, and art critic Massimo Bontempelli.
In the hope of broadcasting Italian art and art criticism
to an international readership, the author published it
in French in what was in fact a Rome-based journal:
“900”: Cahiers d’Italie et d’Europe.8 “Magic realism” is
della rappresentata materia. . . . In nessun’altra arte troviamo nel
passato parentele più strette . . . in nessuna vediamo così in pieno
attuato quel ‘realismo magico’ che potremmo assumere come
definizione della nostra tendenza.” The essay was first published in
French as “Analogies,” in “900”: Cahiers d’Italie et d’Europe 4
(Summer 1927): 7–13. For the Italian original, see “Analogie,” in M.
Bontempelli, L’Avventura novecentista, ed. R. Jacobbi (Florence,
1974), 21–25 (quotation at 21). See also E. Pontiggia, “Bontempelli e
gli artisti,” in Massimo Bontempelli: Realismo Magico e altri scritti
sull’arte, ed. E. Pontiggia (Milan, 2006), 125–57.

8. See B. Stagnitti, “Una rivista d’autore: ‘900’ di Massimo
Bontempelli,” Quaderni Grigionitaliani 74 (2005): 273–82.



10. E. Braun, “Franz Roh: Tra postespressionismo e realismo
magico,” in Realismo Magico: Pittura e scultura in Italia 1919–1925,
ed. M. Fagiolo dell’Arco (Milan, 1988), 57–64.
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the oxymoron coined in 1925 by the German art
historian Franz Roh to describe artworks that endowed
realism with an uncanny effect.9

The expression “magic realism” took on a particular
fascination for Italian artists, writers, and critics. One
reason is that it allowed Bontempelli to ricochet off of
Germany. As the story goes, in 1919 an issue of the
magazine Valori Plastici with illustrations of Giorgio
de Chirico’s metaphysical paintings had circulated
among artists in Munich. It was after visiting the 1924
Venice Biennale—where Margherita Sarfatti, the
éminence grise of Italian art (and Mussolini’s paramour),
had introduced Sei Pittori del Novecento (six painters
of the Novecento)—that Franz Roh set out to write
Nach-Expressionismus. Magischer Realismus: Probleme
der neuesten europäischen Malerei (Post-Expressionism.
Magical realism: Problems in the newest European
painting), and that the German art historian Gustav
Friedrich Hartlaub decided to organize his 1925
exhibition Neue Sachlichkeit: Deutsche Malerei seit
dem Expressionismus (New Objectivity: German painting
after Expressionism) at the Kunsthalle in Mannheim.
While Hartlaub’s exhibition was exclusively of German
artists, Roh’s book featured a contingent of Italian
painters—including Giorgio de Chirico, Gino Severini,
Carlo Carrà, Ubaldo Oppi, and Achille Funi—along
with a handful of French artists. Also included were
the two protagonists of the present essay: the Roman
Antonio Donghi and the Turinese Felice Casorati, artists
who have often been compared with one another and
have been identified with the Novecento group,
although they also operated very much on their own.

Most famous in Roh’s Nach-Expressionismus is his
series of Wölfflinian before-and-after pairs, namely
“exciting” versus “absorbing”; “loud” versus “quiet”;
“warm” versus “cool, even cold”; “thick pigment” versus
“thin pigment”; “textured” versus “smooth”; “like
unfinished stone” versus “like polished metal”; and so
on. The expression “magic realism” played second fiddle
in Roh’s book: it doesn’t appear on the cover, only on
its title page as a subtitle, in italics and in a smaller script
than the words Nach-Expressionismus, and never again
in the book. And yet, as Emily Braun has noted, Roh’s
insistence on the notions of secrecy and concealment
indicate that he was interpreting the word “realism” in a
9. F. Roh, Nach-Expressionismus. Magischer Realismus: Probleme
der neuesten europäischen Malerei (Leipzig, 1925). See the translated
excerpt in German Expressionism: Documents from the End of the
Wilhelmine Empire to the Rise of National Socialism, ed. R.-C.
Washton Long (Berkeley, CA, 1995), 293–95.
new key.10 In his catalogue essay for Neue Sachlichkeit
Hartlaub distinguished himself from Roh by dispensing
with the term “magic realism” altogether and by
separating his artists politically into two camps: the
“Verists” on the left and the “Neoclassicists” on the right.
Conversely, by never using the term “Verism,” Roh
omitted any discussion of his own “de-prosaicizing” of
realism in his concept of magic realism. These
disconnects gave the Italians license to make the term
their own. While Roh’s book was translated into Spanish
by the essayist José Ortega y Gasset for the influential
Revista de Occidente in Madrid in 1927, nowhere is
Roh ever mentioned by Bontempelli, nor was he
included in any of the issues of the journal 900.
Appropriating the expression “magic realism” also
allowed Bontempelli, an early and dedicated Fascist, to
connect—even if only on paper—with vigilant anti-
Fascists such as the Surrealist André Breton and other
luminaries of the French literary avant-garde, although
none of the Surrealists appeared in the pages of 900.
Finally, the Italian adoption of magic realism allowed
the so-called “Italiens de Paris”—the painters Massimo
Campigli, Alberto Savinio, Mario Tozzi, and Gino
Severini—all of whom lived in the French capital while
sending their work regularly to be displayed in the
Fascist-sponsored Venice Biennales, Milan Triennales,
and Rome Quadriennales, to fancy themselves as
practitioners of what some have termed réalisme
magique méditerranéen.11

Like Roh, Bontempelli was writing about painting, not
politics, in the quotation given above, and his reference
was specifically to the effect produced by the masters of
the Italian Quattrocento as exemplars for the recently
formed Novecento group. Mann’s Mario and the
Magician was, similarly, first and foremost a reflection
on the nature of art and of art-making and only
secondarily an allegory of Fascism. But while Roh’s
magic realism resides essentially in the handling of the
paint and the style of the artwork, for Bontempelli and
Mann it resides not so much in the object as in the
atmosphere that surrounds it. What gives Bontempelli’s
11. For these rapprochements, see B. Sica, “Massimo Bontempelli
au miroir d’André Breton: L’aventure de 900 et le surréalisme
français,” Revue des Études Italiennes 57 (2011): 43–63, and the
essays by Lucia Piccioni, Emmanuel Mattiato, and Beatrice Sica in Vers
une Europe latine: Acteurs et enjeux des échanges culturels entre la
France et l’Italie fasciste, ed. C. Fraixe, L. Piccioni, and C. Poupault
(Paris, 2014).
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“magic realism” its Italian stamp is not ultimately the
way he adapted Roh’s transnational concept for an
exclusively Italian lineage, but the way he associates it
with another oxymoron: stupore lucido. An alternative
expression of his own coinage, stupore lucido evokes a
set of circumstances combining hypnotic surrender,
surprise, and fear, capturing the climate of political
violence in Fascist Italy. Lucido in Italian means both
“lucid” and “polished.” In contrast to the previous,
mostly benign, Neo-Quattrocentos (for the early
Renaissance already carried with it by the 1920s its own
art historical fictions), Bontempelli identified something
uniquely unsettling underneath the mix of solemnity and
naiveté of his national forebears.

The parade is the overarching formal structure that
enables Donghi and Casorati’s trancelike presentation
of their figures. Standing or sitting, stiff and always
staring fixedly at us as if in a trance on a variety of
circus and theater stages, dressing rooms, balconies,
staircases, sidewalks, and train platforms, the figures in
Donghi’s Carnival (1923–24), Canzonettista (1925),
Juggler (1926 and 1936), Equestrian Circus (1927),
Before Singing (1930), Baptism (1930), Song (1934), and
Little Saltimbanques (1938) can be read as one
continuous parade: common people and professional
performers, all obedient Fascist subjects auditioning for
a part (figs. 1–3). While Donghi’s paintings produce
the sensation that the figures inhabit, before their
performance, a narrow liminal zone between stage and
world, the works of Casorati shift, like a hall of mirrors,
between different registers of pictorial representation. In
his portraits, mainly sitters from the circle of his main
patron, the financier Riccardo Gualino, we encounter an
aristocratic grand bourgeois Turinese anti-Fascist elite
having withdrawn, as if in hibernation, stilled in political
paralysis. They too are auditioning, this time as extras
and perhaps underground protagonists, for a part.
Scene no. 3

In 1927, Donghi painted one his most intriguing
works, Equestrian Circus (fig. 1). The performers—one
dressed as a clown, the other, an animal trainer, wearing
a tuxedo—stand, near life-size, in front of a heavy
curtain on a barren stage. The slight separation in the
curtain generates suspense as to what is going to happen
once the curtain parts. Everything appears in doubles:
the two figures are separated by the slit in the curtain
falling right down the middle of the picture just as the
seam of the bicolor outfit of the clown splits his body in
two. They are shadowless and yet solidly anchored on
a tilting ground, their legs slightly apart. The clown,
with his chalked face, looks at the viewer with a smirk,
a certain low cunning, while the animal trainer stares
loftily into the distance. Donghi’s renderings of the
texture and the folds of the clown’s bright satin outfit
(his sitters’ outfits were especially made for each
painting) are a hyperillusionist tour de force in oil
intended to surpass the photographic.

When the painting was sent to the Venice Biennale
in 1928 it caught the attention of Ugo Ojetti, one of the
most influential cultural figures of the regime. In his
review in Milan’s Corriere della Sera, he wrote, “A
tension can be seen in the style of the Roman Donghi,
Figure 1. Antonio Donghi, Equestrian Circus, 1927. Oil on
canvas, 150 x 100 cm. Private Collection. Photo: Private
Collection / De Agostini Picture Library / U. Marzani /
Bridgeman Images. Color version available as an online
enhancement.
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whose large, dazzling, cutout and enameled figures
stand, a bit like an immutable and shatterproof
apparition, looking as if alone in a hollow and stunned
world and, though painted straight from life, external
to that life.”12

The painting elicited exacting, indeed arresting
descriptions from fellow artists and art critics every time
it was shown. In 1932 another prominent cultural figure
of the Fascist regime, the painter Cipriano Efisio Oppo,
wrote in his column for La Tribuna:

Here then is Donghi’s painting, calm, crafty [sorniona], and
intelligent like its maker. . . . Polished matter, shiny, the fruit
12. “Una tensione di stile si può vedere nel romano Donghi le cui
grandi figure smaglianti prendono dal contorno intagliato e dallo
spicco dei colori smaltati un che d’apparizione immutabile e
infrangibile e ti sembrano sole in un mondo vuoto e stupefatto e,
sebbene crudamente osservate sul vivo, fuori della vita.” U. Ojetti,
review in Corriere della Sera, May 25, 1928, cited in M. Fagiolo
dell’Arco and V. Rivosecchi, Antonio Donghi: Vita e opere (Turin,
1990), 71.
of extreme technical concentration. . . . I was looking this
morning, for example, at this clown and this circus director,
how, smiling and immobile, they present themselves
without noticing each other’s presence, just like that on the
scene of art. They are brothers without appearing to be so,
imbued with impeccable clarity. The purple silk, the white
silk, the chalked face, the bright red lips, the starched slit,
the sheen of the shoes, the rubber of the whip, would
require a plethora of techniques from another artist. Here
the implacable Donghi keeps his subject embalmed under
his impartiality.13

It was the critic Alberto Neppi, writing two years earlier
in the arch-Fascist paper La Stirpe, who best captured
the violent atmosphere of the painting: “The undulating
curtain closing the show behind the white-and-purple
clown and the master tamer, hissing whip in hand,
Figure 2. Antonio Donghi, Carnival, 1923–24. Oil on canvas, 151 x 151 cm.
Private collection. Color version available as an online enhancement.
13. C. E. Oppo, “Pitture di Antonio Donghi,” La Tribuna,
December 28, 1932, reprinted in Cipriano Efisio Oppo: Un legislatore
per l’arte. Scritti di critica e di politica dell’arte, 1915–1943, ed. F. R.
Morelli (Rome, 2000), 163.
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cannot be considered too schematic, if we are to train
our gaze on these typical Equestrian Circus figures: the
large, coarse hand redolent of stables, resting flat on the
evening suit of the ringmaster, looking stiff and obtuse,
is all we need to grasp the moral shoddiness of the
atmosphere.”14 In a 1990 monograph on Donghi, the art
historian Maurizio Fagiolo dell’Arco once again wrote
about the merciless hardness (spietata durezza) of the
tamer with his penetrating gaze and whip.15 In what
14. “Nè può dirsi troppo schematico il sipario ondulante, che
chiude, alle spalle, la presentazione davanti al pubblico del pagliaccio
bianco e viola e del padrone domatore, con la frusta sibilante in mano,
se devono essere concentrati i nostri sguardi sui tipici esemplari del
Circo Equestre, nei quali basterebbe quella vasta mano villana da
scuderia, poggiata aperta sull’abito da società del signor direttore,
ottuso e legnoso, per farci sentire tutta la miseranda paccottiglia etica
dell’ambiente.” A. Neppi, “Antonio Donghi, pittore di caratteri,” La
Stirpe (September 1930): 547.

15. Fagiolo dell’Arco and Rivosecchi, Antonio Donghi: Vita e
opere, 29.
might have been a mere coincidence, the mago
Gabrielli, always dressed in a frac (tailcoat), was known
for awaking his subjugated victims from their trance
at the moment of maximum tension in the room with
a snap of his whip.16 Meanwhile one cannot help
noticing how the circus tamer is exhibiting a decisive
jaw somewhat reminiscent of the Duce’s proverbial
volto, and how, in the painting’s lower right corner, next
to Donghi’s almost childlike signature, his riding crop—
a hard stick with a soft tongue—coils, menacingly, into
the shape of a hook, an instrument that would “fasten”
the hypnotized viewer.17 His hand over his chest,
he is about to bow to his public and also taking an oath.
Fittingly, the painting’s first owner was Ulisse Igliori,
leader of Mussolini’s March on Rome in 1922, head of
the squadristi (the Fascist squads) before becoming
a deputy in the parliament, and finally, by the time he
bought the painting, also a businessman.18
Scene no. 4

In 1924 Donghi had cast a different set of theatrical
performers for Carnival, his first important and large
painting (fig. 2). Here, in what would become typical of
Donghi, is a clever mix of genre—the artist’s lauded
faux-naïf temperamento popolaresco (folksy
temperament) combined with some of the characteristics
of de Chirico’s metaphysical painting: the shadowless,
deserted spaces and the suffocating atmosphere. These
are stock figures of the commedia dell’arte and they
belong to a larger group of commedia dell’arte paintings
of the mid-1920s, including works by André Derain and
Gino Severini. But there is something disquieting about
these characters. The bataccio, the club typically held
by Harlequin in commedia dell’arte performances,
allowed actors to hit one another, producing a smacking
noise but little actual bodily damage—hence its English
translation as “slapstick.” But in Donghi’s painting the
right foot of the squinting Harlequin figure—Donghi’s
brother Renato served as model—is raised like that of a
militiaman, and the club he wields in his right hand has
morphed into a manganello, the favorite weapon of the
Fascist squads. In commedia dell’arte, Harlequin has
trickster qualities: wielding his club allows him to
Figure 3. Antonio Donghi, Little Saltimbanques, 1938. Oil on
canvas, 90 x 70 cm. Palazzo Merulana–Fondazione Elena e
Claudio Cerasi, Rome. Photo: Courtesy Palazzo Merulana.
Color version available as an online enhancement.
16. Gallini, La Sonnambula meravigliosa, 312.
17. On the magnetism of Mussolini, see M. G. Sarfatti, Dux (Milan,

1932); see also R. de Felice and L. Goglia, Mussolini: Il mito (Bari,
1983).

18. Igliori kept the painting until the fall of the regime. It is listed in
his collection in L. Sinisgalli, Antonio Donghi (Milan, 1942), 35.



21. Sinisgalli, Antonio Donghi, 8.
22. “Il regno di Donghi è fuori dalla colpa, dalla carità, dallo

sgomento, dalla collera. . . . È l’espressione di una calma, di una
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change the scenery of the play as if it were a magic
wand. The shallowness of the space is emphasized by
the flipping of the figures: front, back, and front. The
hefty Pulcinella figure, by revealing his large hand
behind his back, seems to be revealing his true colors,
recalling the large hand of the tamer in Circo Equestre.
Sleight of hand, the manual dexterity required for
conjuring tricks, is being performed, quite literally,
between the three figures. It would appear that the
scenery is also about to change, for the three men
standing behind a wall, just around a corner, look like
thugs about to strike.

Here again, the oblique violence, though always
between the lines, was not lost on critics. Writing about
Carnevale when it was exhibited at the Sala Stuard
and then at the Casa d’Arte Bragaglia in Rome in the
fall of 1924, a reviewer for Il Popolo d’Italia spoke
of “strade suicide . . . terribili strade sconsolate . . .
metà fisiche e metà cronaca nera” (suicidal streets . . .
terrible, disconsolate streets . . . half fiction and half
crime news).19 In his review for the Roman daily Il
Nuovo Paese, the poet Renato Mucci wrote:

Given that the Futurists converted into Fascists and the
Fascists made into Futurists are now assuring us that
aristocratism and dynamism are the characteristics of the
new era, then nothing is more “anachronistic and outside
of time” than Donghi. I won’t state my political opinion,
since I am a family man, I care about my life, and I don’t
want, at times like these, to compromise myself; but in
terms of art I will venture to state that to the aristocratism
and dynamism of a Futurist artist I much prefer the likable
and static Donghi. . . . It is however undeniable that under
his motionless sky, in which blows one of those northern
gales powerful enough to make a clean sweep and stiffen
all things [nel suo cielo fisso, dove spira una di quelle
tramontane da fare piazza pulita e irrigidire l’ambiente],
Donghi can light up pockets of heartfelt intimacy in his
depictions of corners of Rome.20

A Socialist paper, Nuovo Paese, had suspended
publication in 1922 after Mussolini’s march on Rome,
resuming it, in an about-face, to become the voice of the
syndicalist wing of the regime. Reading this review, and
the author’s signal to the reader that he is writing under
censure, it becomes clear that the position of the journal
was not settled. Six months earlier, on June 10, 1924,
19. Il Popolo d’Italia, December 18, 1924, cited in Fagiolo
dell’Arco and Rivosecchi, Antonio Donghi: Vita e opere, 46–47.

20. R. Mucci, “La luna nel pozzo: mostra di Donghi,” Il Nuovo
Paese, December 11, 1924, quoted in Antonio Donghi: Sessanta
dipinti dal 1922 al 1961, ed. M. Fagiolo dell’Arco (Rome, 1985), 105.
the Socialist deputy, writer, and journalist Giacomo
Matteotti, who had accused the Fascists in Parliament
of violence and various illegal intimidations, was
ambushed in a Roman street and disappeared; this
prompted an investigation as to whether the attack
had been carried out by the squadristi, led by the
aforementioned Igliori (the future owner of Equestrian
Circus), on the orders of Mussolini. On August 16,
one day after Ferragosto—the day when all things stop
across the peninsula under the summer heat—Matteotti’s
dead body was found in a bush at Macchia della
Quartarella, eighteen kilometers north of Rome. In 1925
Mussolini dispensed first with “subversive” groups,
then with parliamentary opposition altogether. At that
moment the dictatorship proper began, and Italy turned
into a police state.

In 1942, in his text for the first Donghi monograph,
the poet Leonardo Sinisgalli commented on the “fissità
medianica” (mediumistic fixity) of his figures.21 He
writes: “Donghi’s realm is beyond guilt, beyond
kindness, beyond dismay, beyond anger. . . . It is the
expression of a calm, a patience, an ambition that
attracts us as much as it repulses us, it is the focal point
of our hope, which we never want to reach, the way
we never want to touch a true object—we who want to
pivot between thing and image, to be at the same time
material and metaphysical, nature and smoke.”22 The
text was reprinted almost verbatim in April 1943, in the
journal Il Solco—almost, that is, for Sinisgalli now ends
the sentence just quoted with “and to be alert, rather
than sleep [e stare in piedi, non dormire].”23 In view
of the fact that Sinisgalli would join the anti-Fascist
resistance that year, one might detect here a desire to
break the spell of Donghi’s paintings.
Scene no. 5

At the 1924 Venice Biennale (the abovementioned
one visited by Roh), Felice Casorati had his own room
(fig. 4). Fourteen of his recent paintings (all of them
pazienza, di una ambizione che ci attrae tanto quanto ci ripugna, è un
polo della nostra speranza che non vorremmo mai toccare, come non
vorremmo toccare un oggetto vero più, noi che vogliamo far perno tra
cosa e immagine, essere a un tempo concreti e metafisici, natura e
fumo.” Sinisgalli, Antonio Donghi, 7.

23. L. Sinisgalli, “Nostri artisti contemporanei: Antonio Donghi,” Il
Solco [Teramo], April 5, 1943.
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dated 1922 to 1924) were displayed in a show curated
by the Turinese art historian and critic Lionello Venturi.24

A characteristic of Casorati’s paintings at that moment
in his career, besides the slick surfaces and sharply
delineated outlines he shared with Donghi and other
painters of the Novecento group, is the recurrence of the
same motif, the same setting, or the same figure, with
only minor modifications, in different pictures, and often
in one and the same picture. In a nesting effect, his
sitters are depicted in rooms that open onto other,
similar rooms through curtains or a door left ajar. The
largest painting in the Casorati room at the Biennale was
The Studio (1923); this painting, now lost, was large
enough to appear as if it were doubling the entire room
in which it hung. His portrait of Hena Rigotti, the
daughter of the architect and art collector Annibale
Rigotti, also involves a specular doubling, by which the
portrait of a woman wearing an almost identical low-cut
black dress and exhibiting an almost identical pose
24. See F. Poli, “Il percorso biografico e artistico di Felice Casorati
(1882–1963),” in Felice Casorati: Dipinti e disegni 1906–1963, ed. G.
Bertolino, F. Poli, and S. Zanarini (Bologna, 1998), 177–238; Casorati:
Catalogo generale, ed. G. Bertolino and F. Poli (Turin, 1995), vol. 1;
and Lionello Venturi e la pittura a Torino 1919–1931, ed. M. M.
Lamberti (Turin, 2000).
looms in the darkened space of the back wall (fig. 5). In
Double Portrait (1924), one of Casorati’s most striking
paintings, his sister Elvira and his uncle emerge from
the penumbra of a quadreria di famiglia (family portrait
gallery) similar to the array of paintings displayed in
Venice; they move toward us, harshly illuminated,
as if struck by the flash of a camera. In contraposition
to the instability created by the shallow space of
Donghi’s pictures, the instability here is akin to a mise
en abyme: the reduplication of an image within an
image.25 While only some of Casorati’s paintings feature
actual mirrors, a great many of them produce the
peculiar sensation that their subjects and objects have
been placed in front of mirrors even when none are
depicted. Shown together in the circular space of his
octagonal room in Venice, some of Casorati’s paintings
appear to mirror one another. In the background of
Mannequins we perceive Casorati’s Maternity (1923–
24), a painting we know from the catalogue to have
been in that room, reversed as in a mirror (fig. 6). In that
painting, also as if in reflection, is Casorati’s only known
self-portrait.
Figure 4. Exhibition of works by Felice Casorati at the 1924 Venice Biennale. Photo:
Archivio Storico delle Arti Contemporanee, Fondazione La Biennale di Venezia.
25. See L. Dällenbach, Le récit spéculaire: Essai sur la mise en
abyme (Paris, 1977). English translation: The Mirror in the Text
(Chicago, 1989).



26. L. Carluccio, F. Casorati (Ivrea, 1958), n.p.
27. K. M. Birkmeyer, review of Zauber des Spiegels: Geschichte

und Bedeutung des Spiegels in der Kunst by G. F. Hartlaub, Art
Bulletin 35, no. 3 (1953): 254.

28. D. Fore, Realism After Modernism: The Rehumanization of Art
and Literature (Cambridge, MA, 2012). For the “return” position, see
esp. W. Schmied, Neue Sachlichkeit und Magischer Realismus in
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Also displayed in Casorati’s room in Venice, next
to the portraits of his parents, was the stunning Portrait
of Renato Gualino of 1923–24 (fig. 7). As befits the scion
of Riccardo Gualino—Turin’s, and one of Italy’s, foremost
industrialists, art patrons, and collectors, hailed as an
heir to the munificent patrons of the Renaissance—Renato
is depicted in the manner of Domenico Ghirlandaio’s
portraits of the young sons of Lorenzo de’ Medici. His
father made his fortune in the founding of SNIA Viscosa
(originally a shipping company), the largest artificial
silk factory in Europe. Casorati’s portraits of the Gualino
household coincided with a shift in the industrialist’s
public life: the moment when the elaborate decor
of his house became secondary to his amassing, at
amazing speed, a spectacular collection of medieval,
Renaissance, and soon enough modern paintings.
Donning a cape and a pageboy haircut, Renato sits
upright in a narrow stagelike space in front of a sharply
creased pink backdrop that parts like a curtain, allowing
us to see two women, one of them possibly his nanny
in the background. He is staring, almost transfixed, at
the viewer. In a 1958 exhibition catalogue, the critic
and gallerist Luigi Carluccio wrote: “The crimson stick
resting on his knees, on which rest in turn the boy’s
delicately painted hands, is both a tangible object and
something allusive, the plasticity of which is in turn
picked up by the ample folds of the grey mantle falling
from his shoulders, conferring on the figure a certain
solemnity.”26 His stick reading as a magic wand, Renato
is a child magician overseeing the room. Children,
magicians, and mirrors are central protagonists in magic
realism, from La Scacchiera davanti allo specchio (The
chessboard in front of the mirror) of 1922, a story written
by Bontempelli for adolescents and told by its child-
narrator, to Gustav Hartlaub’s Zauber des Spiegels:
Geschichte und Bedeutung des Spiegels in der Kunst
(The magic of the mirror: The history and meaning of the
mirror in art) of 1951. A review of Hartlaub’s book
cogently describes the mirror’s magical associations:

The mirror can do more than merely repeat what the eye
can see: properly installed or combined with other mirrors,
it “sees” more, it extends our vision, and thus becomes a
spyglass or a device that lets us see ourselves as others see
us. . . . . [In magic,] practical uses of the mirror are turned
into attributes and powers of the instrument itself. The
mirror. . . becomes animated and is regarded as a being
endowed with the capacity to know and to act. . . . The
mirror can affect the fate of the soul, principally in an evil
way, and the knowing mirror can conjure up events of
the past or foresee those of the future.27

In his recent book Realism After Modernism: The
Rehumanization of Art and Literature, the art historian
Devin Fore has provokingly and in some ways
convincingly argued that figuration in postwar art—
which presented itself and has been presented by art
historians since the 1980s as a “call to order,” a return to
the art of the past—was not a true return at all but rather
a return to the non-same.28 After modernism, figuration
Figure 5. Felice Casorati, Portrait of Hena Rigotti, 1924.
Tempera on board, 77 x 60 cm. Galleria Civica d’Arte
Moderna e Contemporanea, Turin, inv. P/2313. Photo: Studio
Fotografico Gonella 2009, reproduced by permission of the
Fondazione Torino Musei. Color version available as an
online enhancement.
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was haunted by photography, abstraction, collage, and
photomontage, plus the score of prosthetic devices
engineered by the First World War. As Fore writes:
“How can verisimilitude and likeness be reconstructed
after modernism’s relentless campaign to demotivate
the aesthetic sign turned the artwork from
communicative medium into mute, intractable matter?
What spaces of subjective interiority and psychological
depth can be claimed for a realist novel that is written
Deutschland 1918–1933 (Hannover, 1969); “Les Réalismes, 1919–
1939,” ed. J. Clair, special issue, Cahiers du Musée National d’Art
Moderne 7–8 (1981); Fagiolo dell’Arco, Realismo Magico; and Chaos
& Classicism: Art in France, Italy, and Germany 1918–1936, exh. cat.,
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, ed. K. E. Silver (New York, 2010).
in a culture where all speech has already been
prefabricated for and transmitted through mass media?
In sum, what happens to realism once the human is no
longer a perfect integer?”29 By the 1920s, realism looked
hollow, faux, and flat. Everything returns to us as
mimicry, a play act uncovering, in a Brechtian move,
the lie it pretends to be. As such, Fore argues, “the
human body underwrote the new realist art not just as
a motif, but also as a device.”30
Figure 6. Felice Casorati, Mannequins, 1924. Oil on panel, 87 x 68 cm.
Museo del Novecento, Milan. Photo: Courtesy Museo del Novecento,
Milano. Color version available as an online enhancement.
29. Fore, Realism After Modernism, 4.
30. Fore, Realism After Modernism, 11. “Device” is a key

Brechtian term that appears several times in Fore’s introduction to his
book (1–19).



31. E. Kris and O. Kurz, Legend, Myth, and Magic in the Image of
the Artist: A Historical Experiment (New Haven, CT, 1979), 77.

32. See H. Mayer, “Thomas Mann and Bertolt Brecht: Anatomy of
an Antagonism,” New German Critique, no. 6 (1975): 101–15.
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But isn’t it the case, I ask, that magicians, conjurers,
and ordinary sitters-turned-hypnotizers came to reinhabit
oil painting precisely at the moment when, in the
1920s, the mimetic faculties of that medium were
“decommissioned” or “orphaned,” to again use Fore’s
terms? In a self-reflexive act, these figures stand as
surrogates for the artist-magician. What they are
performing is a meta-operation. As many have noticed,
Mann—at once narrator and conjurer—entertained
an ambiguous, almost complicit, relationship to the
figure of the hypnotist Cipolla. His own children called
him der Zauberer—the magician. In a shift between
reality and fiction, it is in fact not clear whether it
is Cipolla’s performance that is spellbinding or Mann’s
own description of it in his novel. The same is true
of the paintings of Donghi and Casorati. Executed with
the high degree of precision characteristic of the
Quattrocento masters, in oil on canvas in the case
of Donghi and on wood panel (an even clearer historical
reference) in the case of Casorati, the works refuse
the alleged de-skilling of the avant-garde at the same
time as they mimic Fascism’s own spellbinding
techniques. And yet, as terrific technicians, these
painters exhibit the level of skill required for the
seamless and intricate interwar photomontages of László
Moholy-Nagy and John Heartfield highlighted in Fore’s
book. What figurative painting, the genre and medium
left out by Fore, was (and is) arguably best equipped
to do is not to “return” to the past but to point at those
recent things it is not—again, photographs, abstract
paintings, collages, and photomontages—both skirting
and incorporating Fore’s argument. Mine is not very
different from the argument made by the Viennese art
historian Otto Kurz and the psychoanalyst Ernst Kris in
Legend, Myth, and Magic in the Image of the Artist:
A Historical Experiment (first published in 1934 as Die
Legende vom Künstler: Ein historischer Versuch), which
traces the origins of the myth of the artist-genius from
antiquity to the Quattrocento. In the chapter “The Artist
as Magician” they put forth that the notion of likeness
arises as the magical function of images declines. They
propose that the motif of the deceptive powers of the
artist as magician, swindler, or fairground juggler found
in comedies, jest-books, and farces emerged just as the
depiction ceased to be identified with the depicted.31

Bontempelli aimed to retrieve the shock of the one-
degree remove from life of Quattrocento painting.

It was during the years that concern us—1924 to
1930—that Bertolt Brecht famously rejected the
empathetic, illusion-generating, and immersive theater
favored by the bourgeoisie with what he called epic
theater. He freed actors from naturalism and playacting,
frustrating the tendency of spectators to empathize and
identify with characters. Mann and Brecht spent a
lifetime disliking and distrusting one another, first in
Germany and then in California.32 And indeed one may
characterize Brecht’s epic theater as an attempt precisely
to disambiguate the spellbinding scenario Mann
described in Mario and the Magician. And yet, I argue,
it is the capacity for irresolution, the capacity to place
the artist both in and out of the parade, that allowed
Mann and magic realism to comment so effectively on
interwar politics in a way Brecht does not.
Figure 7. Felice Casorati, Portrait of Renato Gualino, 1923–
24. Oil on plywood, 97 x 74.5 cm. Istituto Matteucci,
Viareggio. Photo: Courtesy Istituto Matteucci. Color version
available as an online enhancement.
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Fascism prompted artists, writers, and art critics to
fashion refined techniques of undecidability. This means
that a similar style could signify different things
politically. And so, in Venice, Casorati was staging a
scene very different from Donghi’s. Much has been
made by Italian art historians, especially Maria Mimita
Lamberti, about Casorati’s closeness to anti-Fascist
circles in Turin.33 This is in part to distance at least one
member of the Novecento from the politics of a group
championed by the likes of Sarfatti and Bontempelli.
It was Piero Gobetti, the founder of the journal La
Rivoluzione Liberale, described by his famous fellow
Turinese, the political theorist Antonio Gramsci, as a
“formidable cultural agitator,” who wrote and published
in 1923 the first Casorati monograph.34 Severely beaten
by a group of Fascists in a street in Turin in September
1925, kept under constant surveillance and forbidden to
publish, Gobetti left Turin for Paris a few months later.
He died there on February 15, 1926, just ten days after
his arrival, at the age of twenty-four, having never
recovered from the lesions to his heart caused by the
Fascist assault.35 The author of the second Casorati
monograph was the architecture and art critic Raffaello
Giolli, another victim of Fascism—he died in the
Mauthausen concentration camp in Austria in 1945.36

Less tragic but certainly more spectacular and
unexpected was the downfall of Riccardo Gualino, the
tycoon to whose fortunes Casorati’s were intimately
linked. Accused of speculation and embezzlement, he
was exiled in 1931 for five years (commuted to two) to
the Aeolian island of Lipari.37 Sequestered by the state,
the works in his modern art collection were dispersed,
while his old master works entered Turin’s Galleria
Sabauda in the 1950s.38 Following Gualino’s arrest,
33. M. M. Lamberti, “I giovani pittori torinesi e la solitudine di
Casorati,” in Fagiolo dell’Arco, Realismo Magico, 65–78; and M. M.
Lamberti, “Casorati e Gobetti: Un’amicizia tenace completa perfetta,”
in Piero Gobetti e Felice Casorati, 1918–1926, ed. R. M. Serra (Milan,
2001), 14–22.

34. P. Gobetti, Felice Casorati pittore (Turin, 1923). See L.
Malvano, “Il pittore e il critico: Note sulla ricezione della prima
monografia casoratiana,” in Serra, Piero Gobetti e Felice Casorati, 23–
30. For Gramsci’s description of Gobetti, see “Interviste—Note di
lavoro-dichiarazioni,” in “Torino 1960/1973,” special issue, NAC 3
(March 1973): 3–4.

35. J. Martin, Piero Gobetti and the Politics of Liberal Revolution
(New York, 2008).

36. R. Giolli, Felice Casorati (Milan, 1925).
37. See R. Gualino, Frammenti di Vita (Milan, 1931).
38. On his collection, see M. M. Lamberti, “La raccolta Gualino

d’arte moderna e contemporanea,” in Dagli ori antichi agli anni venti:
Le collezioni di Riccardo Gualino, ed. G. Castagnoli (Milan, 1982),
25–34.
Lionello Venturi left Turin for Paris, the city that was
becoming the main hub for the fuoriusciti (the opponents
of the Fascist regime in exile).39

While the antiregime profile of Venturi and Gualino
has been questioned lately by a younger generation of
Italian scholars, assertions about Casorati’s connection to
anti-Fascism remain part of an intellectual history carried
out at the biographical level.40 What was, one may ask,
at the level of form, the nature of the fascination exerted
by Casorati’s paintings (and his few ventures into
sculpture) on radical or less radical anti-Fascists like
Gobetti, Giolli, Venturi, and Gualino? One may say that
they saw in the inaction of his sharply delineated figures
the polar opposite of the Futurists’ loud and agitated
embrace of Fascism. But this could be said of any artist
of the Novecento group, including Donghi. One may
infer that they saw in the secluded world inhabited by
Casorati’s sitters an antidote to the unpredictability, the
mix of confusion and arbitrariness of everyday life, their
lives, under Fascism. This was certainly true for the
activist Gobetti, but also for Venturi, who was moving
toward a conservative form of anti-Fascism. This is why
Gobetti ends his monograph by stating: “The rational
continuity of Casorati consists precisely in its resolution of
unforeseen accidents into long-lasting and fundamental
experiences.”41 And this is what underlies Giolli’s sentiments
when he writes: “The interest and beauty of Casorati’s
painting resides in its absence from polemics—in its
respite, both calm and lyrical.”42 One could hypothesize
that it had to do, more obliquely, with the way these
men associated the muffled, claustrophobic atmosphere
of the interiors occupied by Casorati’s sitters with the
clandestine, secluded, and often solitary existence of the
anti-Fascist. Giolli hinted at this in his review of Gobetti’s
monograph in the Milanese journal Il Secolo: “Enigmatic
the art, enigmatic the writing: the obscurity of the artwork
envelops its commentator in obscurity as well. There is a
competition between Casorati and Gobetti, a confrontation
between painting and prose, as to who will succeed in
39. L. Iamurri, “Lionello Venturi à Paris: Antifascisme et histoire de
l’art moderne,” in Fraixe, Piccioni, and Poupault, Vers une Europe
latine, 259–73.

40. See A. d’Orsi, “Lo strano caso del professor Venturi,” in Dal
nazionalismo all’esilio: Gli anni torinesi di Lionello Venturi (1914–
1932), ed. F. Varallo (Turin, 2016), 3–21.

41. “La razionale continuità del Casorati consiste appunto nel
risolvere gl’imprevisti in esperienze durature e integrali.” Gobetti,
Felice Casorati pittore, 89.

42. “L’interesse, e la bellezza, della pittura di Casorati sta in questa
sua assenza dalla polemica: nel suo calmo respiro lirico.” Giolli,
Felice Casorati, 6.
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being more challenging.”43 And so did another anti-
Fascist, the Florentine painter Giovanni Costetti, when he
declared his admiration for “uno di quegli uomini che
noi solitari attendevamo” (one of those men we loners
were waiting for).44 As in many of the essays already
quoted here, Costetti is signaling something internally, in
code. We hear this again in Albino Galvano, one of
Casorati’s students and the author of the third monograph
on the artist, when he observed in 1940: “Casorati was
occupying an equivocal position: praised by Ugo Ojetti
and at the same time by the theoreticians of the ‘gusto
dei primitivi’” (referring to the title of the most important
book by Lionello Venturi).45
Scene no. 6

“To be executed in shiny white marble with floor and
low relief in red marble. The entrance gate and the one
that takes you into the shop have to be in silver metal.
The scale, the rings of the butcher’s block, the hooks for
the hanging meats, and the plates also have to be in
silver metal. The façade in white marble and the
lettering in red marble. The ceilings in white plaster like
the three-dimensional model. The light projectors also in
white marble.”46 This is how Macelleria (Butcher stall),
Casorati’s peculiar and, as we shall see, politically
subversive contribution in 1927 to the third Monza
Biennale of the decorative arts, was described in its
official catalogue, probably based on information
provided by the artist (fig. 8). Designed in collaboration
with Alberto Sartoris, the architect with whom Casorati
had just designed a private theater for the Gualino
mansion in Turin, it was part of Contrada delle Botteghe,
five shops along a street commissioned by the
Piedmontese design firm Antonio Fontanesi.47 “In fact
43. “Enigmatica l’arte, enigmatica la critica: l’oscurità dell’opera
involge di oscurità il commentatore. C’è una gara fra Casorati ed il
Gobetti, affrontati con la pittura e con la prosa, a riuscir difficili.” R.
Giolli, “Casorati e il suo biografo,” Il Secolo, November 17, 1923,
cited by Malvano, “Il pittore e il critico, 26.

44. G. Costetti, “Felice Casorati,” Fantastica (Florence), March 31,
1924, cited by Malvano, “Il pittore e il critico, 30.

45. “Casorati si muoveva in una posizione equivoca: esaltato da
Ugo Ojetti e insieme ai teorici del ‘gusto dei primitivi.’” A. Galvano,
Felice Casorati (Milan, 1940), 7.

46. Catalogo ufficiale della III Mostra internazionale delle arti
decorative (Monza, 1927), 43.

47. See E. Paulucci, “Felice Casorati architetto,” La Casa Bella 8,
no. 11 (1929): 20–25; M. M. Lamberti, “Le sculture del pittore Felice
Casorati,” Annali della Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa: Classe di
Lettere e Filosofia, 3rd ser., 11, no. 1 (1981): 245–55; and Bertolino
and Poli, Casorati: Catalogo generale, 2:24–28.
we are witnessing this year the curious and interesting
phenomenon of painters turning themselves into
architects: Felice Casorati, Emilio Sobrero, Teonesto
Deabate, Francesco Menzio, and Gigi Chessa took
pleasure in designing a butcher stall, a telephone booth,
a bar, a confectionery [and] a pharmacy,” wrote the
architectural historian and critic Roberto Papini in
his column in Emporium.48 The idea for the “botteghe
d’arte” was a part of the Biennale’s incentive for the
renovation of typical stores in the historical centers
of Italian towns and for more modern design in the
newly built neighborhoods.49 And indeed many butcher
stalls were redone in the twenties and thirties by
convention in red and white marble.50 “A true novelty,”
wrote the architect Ferdinando Reggiori in Architettura
e arti decorative, “even if forced to remain a fiction. But
these shops are fine just as they are, architectural still
lifes, inanimate and unpopulated models. Transposed
into real life they would lose much of their power.”51

Although the catalogue described it as if it had been
realized in painted plaster, colored marbles, and metal,
the Macelleria on display was in fact in white plaster.
Casorati had used this material for the sculptures and
reliefs in the private theater he and Sartoris had just
designed for Gualino, but here the effect was
fundamentally different. Displayed among the other
botteghe, Casorati’s plaster read both as a life-size
model and artifact. In an even stranger scenario,
Macelleria reappeared one year later, again among high
bourgeois modernist interior displays, in the Italian
section of in an international exhibition at Macy’s
department store in New York. Photographed on
the first page of an editorial in Domus, it was described
as the highlight (il clou) of the show.52 Only the bas-relief
48. R. Papini, “Le arti a Monza nel 1927: 1—Gli italiani,”
Emporium no. 391 (1927): 16.

49. See La IIIa Mostra Internazionale delle Arti Decorative nella
Villa Reale di Monza, 1927: Notizie, rilievi, risultati, ed. G. Marangoni
(Bergamo, 1927), 40–41.

50. I would like to thank Edward Goldberg for our wonderful
passeggiate around Florence in search of these interwar macellerie.

51. “Perchè, questi negozi, stan bene così come sono, quasi nature
morte dell’architettura, modelli inanimati e non frequentati: tradotti
nelle ben diverse condizioni ed esigenze di una vita reale
perderebbero non poco del loro valore effettivo.” F. Reggiori, “La
Terza Biennale delle Arti Decorative a Monza,” Architettura e arti
decorative 7 (March 1928): 313.

52. An International Exposition of Art in Industry: From May 14 to
May 26, 1928, at Macy’s (New York, 1928), 54–55; “Italiani e stranieri
in una esposizione d’arte decorativa moderna a New York,” editorial,
Domus 1, no. 10 (1928): 18–21.
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with the mattanza del toro, showing two figures with
clubs about to kill off the beast, survives.53

Reggiori’s comments on Casorati’s installation point
us, however, to something else, the ur-site in which the
everyday life of a town was suddenly arrested, and
where all things were not so much destroyed as
blanketed by volcanic ash, as if turned into plaster casts:
that is Pompeii. In the late 1920s, Pompeii’s Via
dell’Abbondanza—a main commercial drag with food
counters, wine bars, tavole calde, and bakeries—had
just been excavated, with parts of their red-and-white
marble revetments (the color scheme planned by
Casorati) surviving, and even metal utensils hanging in
their original spots.54 In the spring of 1924, while
intensively involved with both the Monza and Venice
Biennales, Margherita Sarfatti wrote an article entitled
“Pompei risorta” (Pompeii revived) for Ojetti’s journal
53. Turin, Galleria d’Arte Moderna, inv. S/280 (103 x 199 cm).
54. L. Iacobelli, “Pompei ed Ercolano trà le due guerre,” http://

www.isses.it/Convegno230208/iacobelli/iacobelli.htm; C. Holleran,
Shopping in Ancient Rome: The Retail Trade in the Late Republic and
the Principate (Oxford, 2012).
Dedalo. Illustrated with photographs of the excavated
botteghe, it restaged life in Pompeii as if in a present-day
Italian town (fig. 9).55

[The archaeologist Vittorio Spinazzola] has established
that the stores had displays and vitrines like ours, open to
the eye of the public, at the height of about a meter; he
found many bars, with bronze boilers, where heated wine
and drinks were conducted by a shiny tube to the sampling
counter. . . . A bronze lamp, for good fortune and against
the evil eye, loaded with trinkets and amulets of equal
naturalism . . . illuminated the bar or wine cooperative—
mescita di vino, as they say in Florence—with its cups and
amphorae in noble bronze nicely laid out. In other shops,
sealed glass cases conserve jars and samples of goods,
perfectly arranged.56

After describing the parade of goods behind the bars,
Sarfatti imagines the banter of the chellerine (barmaids),
as she calls them, standing behind the counters soliciting
Figure 8. Felice Casorati, Macelleria, 1927. III Biennale di Monza. Photo: © Triennale Milano–Archivio
Fotografico.
55. M. G. Sarfatti, “Pompei risorta,” Dedalo, year IV, vol. 3 (1924):
663–89.

56. Sarfatti, “Pompei risorta,” 668–69.



Figure 9. Margherita Sarfatti, “Pompei risorta,” Dedalo, year IV, vol. 3 (April 1924): 665, 669, 673.
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their clients. Ironically, in view of the fact that Mussolini
was about to dissolve all parliamentary opposition, she
imagines the solicitations of an electoral committee
canvassing the town, waking up lazy voters and
rebuking them for not participating in the local elections.
Casting a barb at the age-old political corruption of the
Italian south, one of the reprimands goes: “Oh you son
of a so-and-so, still not up and the sun so high? Get up,
quickly, come vote for him, to whom you owe today
your job—after all he voted for you last time.”57 But
then, and quite suddenly, Sarfatti alters her tone with this
statement: “Although the example of Pompeii was lost,
its atavistic memory was transmitted, and resurfaced,
mysteriously, through bloodlines.”58

This was the violence audaciously captured by
Casorati in Macelleria. Only one critic, Marziano
Bernardi, writing for Turin’s daily La Stampa noted this,
and he did it cryptically, as usual: “But it took some
courage to conceive of a butcher shop in a double
tonality of white and red marble, animated by the silver
of the gates, the scale, the hooks, the rings of the tree
stump, in a display made entirely of white plaster. . . .
The large heads of ox, calf, and pig carved in plaster,
placed on round plaster plates, next to the knifes and the
cleaver, in plaster as well, are there to indicate the
intelligent irony of a shrewd artist who does not refrain
from a touch of dandyism.”59 And even this critic
omitted the most ghastly—if unrealized—detail of
Macelleria provided by the Monza catalogue: the
seamless continuum between the red animal heads,
the red relief of the neo-Greco-Roman sacrifice scene
on the front of the counter, and the red marble floor.
It took Lucienne Florentin writing from Geneva for the
periodical La Suisse to convey—probably relying on
firsthand information from Casorati’s collaborator, her
conational Sartoris—the real goriness of Casorati’s
scenario: “Casorati’s sculptures will be red. There will
57. Sarfatti, “Pompei risorta,” 672.
58. “Eppure l’esempio di Pompei era ignoto, la memoria atavica si

trasmetteva e affiorava, misteriosamente, con il sangue.” Sarfatti,
“Pompei risorta,” 675.

59. “Ma ci voleva anche più coraggio a ideare uno spaccio di
carni macellate su una doppia tonalità di marmi bianchi e rossi
animati dall’argento dei cancelli, della bilancia, degli uncini, degli
anelli del ceppo, e ad esporre un progetto tutto in candido stucco. . . .
Le grandi teste di bue, di vitello, di porco modellate in gesso su piatti
tondi pure di gesso, accanto ai coltelli e alla mannaia, di gesso
anch’essi, stanno poi lì a indicare l’intelligente ironia dell’artista
smaliziato che non rinuncia a un certo dandysmo.” M. Bernardi, “Le
botteghe piemontesi e il mobile 1927 alla Mostra di Monza,” La
Stampa, June 11, 1927, quoted in Bertolino, Poli, and Zanarini, Felice
Casorati: Dipinti e disegni, 213–14.
be, in low relief, a large bull on the front of the butcher
block in between the supports where the axes, the saws,
and the large knifes shine menacingly. Calf, pig, and ox
heads in a beautiful red will be on display on
rectangular bases, and Casorati has even offered to
model—to incarnate—the butcher. Can you imagine,
under the crossfire of two projectors lighting the block
from the ceiling, the dreadful and powerful effect of this
meat store?”60

At the end of 1926, as Casorati was working on
Macelleria, a new law with retroactive power came into
effect instituting heavy punishment, including the death
penalty, for anti-Fascist activity. From that moment
onward, any form of opposition was deemed a crime
against the state.
Scene no. 7

It was in the rooms of the exhibition Dolce vita? Du
Liberty au design italien (1900–1940) held at the Musée
d’Orsay in Paris in 2015 that the paintings of Donghi
and Casorati were most recently permitted to work their
magic.61 In a clever arrangement designed by Alessandro
Mendini, a former member of Memphis, the Milanese
design group founded by Ettore Sottsass in the 1980s,
Donghi’s Equestrian Circus appeared a few rooms into
the show, but as a reflection in a mirror. Overseen by
three child magicians—Casorati’s boy-magician Renato
Gualino hanging in the adjacent room, and Donghi’s
Little Saltimbanques on the adjacent wall—the horse
trainer and clown appeared in the mirror of a wood
furniture ensemble designed by the architect Marcello
Piacentini (fig. 10). The red lacquer cabinet, chairs, and
mirrors had been commissioned in 1933 by Margherita
Sarfatti as a wedding present for her daughter Fiammetta,
hence the flaming red color of the wood. As in
Casorati’s Macelleria, it is a flaming red that connects
paintings and furniture to one another in this tableau
60. “Les sculptures de Casorati seront rouges. Il y aura, en bas-
relief, un grand taureau sur la paroi verticale du trône, entre les
supports où brilleront sinistrement les haches, les scies et les grands
couteaux. Il y aura sur les billots carrés des têtes de veau, de porc et
de boeuf d’un beau rouge et Casorati se propose même de modeler—
d’incarner—le boucher. Vous imaginez-vous, sous les feux croisés de
deux projecteurs disposés au plafond et qui éclaireront le trône,
l’impression tragique et puissante de ce magasin des viandes?” L.
Florentin, “Une rue moderne,” La Suisse, April 26, 1927, quoted in
Lamberti, “Le sculture del pittore Felice Casorati,” 254–55. Lamberti
notes this critic’s attention to blood and violence in Casorati but
without drawing any political conclusion from it.

61. Dolce vita? Du Liberty au design italien (1900–1940), exh.
cat., Musée d’Orsay, ed. G. Cogeval and B. Avanzi (Paris, 2015).
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vivant. Two rooms later the visitor finally encountered
Equestrian Circus “in the flesh,” hanging next to a
smaller painting by Donghi, a rather feeble 1936
depiction of the Duce on horseback.

Most striking about Dolce Vita? was the way Donghi’s
circus performers presented themselves to the museum
visitor before he or she actually entered the exhibition.
The upper half of Donghi’s Equestrian Circus first
appeared over the museum’s ticket booth. A close-up
of the sly mien of the clown’s powdered face then
reappeared on the signposts on each of the landings
up the escalator to the fifth floor where, as in Mann’s
Mario and the Magician, two figures appeared on a
stage, the clown and his master, both blown up to life-
size in front of their curtain on a poster to greet the
viewer at the entrance into the show.
Figure 10. Exhibition view, Dolce Vita? Du Liberty au design Italien (1900–1940), Musée
d’Orsay, Paris, 2015. Photo: author. Color version available as an online enhancement.


